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E PRINCETENE

AD ER
More Home News First. . .
More Pictures, More Features

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

'Lon 74

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 23, 1945

Number 7,

INCEION IN GALA MOOD FOR HORSE SHOW

ng Expected
fiend Bridge
bration Sat.

Boxholders For Tennessee Stable Enters Top Walking Horses
Horse Show

Tobacco Growers
To Vote Oct. 20
On Quota Control

Event To Draw
Record Crowds

Sale of the 90 boxes available
for the second annual Princeton
Horse Show was completed SatDark Fired Advance
urday by Saul Pogrotsky, in
Would
Be 21.6 Cents,
charge of advance ticket sales.
STADIUM RENOVATED, MORE LIGHTS PROVIDKilgore Tells EDF
Each box holds four seats. ReED, 10 ADDITIONAL BOXES BUILT AND SOLD;
serve seats, 400 of which are
Assn. Members
g of eight Kentucky toll available for
TEN
STATE PATROLMEN TO HELP WITH SHOW;
each night's per(By Associated Press)
Saturday, Aug. 18, a formance, are
on sale at Wood's
W. C. SPARKS TO PRESENT AWARDS, J. F.
Hopkinsville--Dark Fired and
cad of schedule, is ex- Drug Store from 1 until 5 o'Air Cured Tobacco growers of
GRAHAM TO CALL RINGS
to stimulate attendance clock each afternoon through the
Kentucky, Tennessee and V:rPrinceton
is in gala mood, her display in the window of the
brations which will be show.
ginia will be given an
op- hotels and
rooming
Boxholders
houses are Wood Drug Store. Cash prizes
are:
C.
J.
Bishop,
turday, August 21
portunity to vote on adoption of
Stone, Jeff Watson, W.
full and many homes have been will be awarded other winners in
the
government's
price-support
attention will be cent- G.
McConnell, Roy Rowland,
thrown open to visitors for the the 37 other events of the show
plan October 20.
the celebration to be Stanley Sharp, Mrs. Thomas
Charles D. Lewis, director of Horse Show which will have its and these checks have already
Eggner's Ferry bridge, Lacey, lillaward Mctonnell, Art
the East Central district of the first performance starting at been'prepared, Mr. Sparks said.
pans Kentucky Lake, the Jensky, Billie Gresham, Jim
Agricultural Adjustment Ad- 7:30 o'clock tonight under the
Presentation of awards will be
servoir created by build- Walker, Bill Corum, Madisonministration, agreed on the date most auspicious circumstances by the show's chairman, W. C.
ville; Mrs. G. C. McClain, Kutat a meeting here with AAA of- any similar event in western Sparks, serving as ringmaster,
the Tennessee Valley Au- tawa; Byrd M.
Guess, Fredonia;
ficials and leaders of tobacco Kentucky ever boasted.
with no formality. This is to
Kentucky Dam on the William
Jones, Deanhill Farms,
A total of 61 top show horses speed up the show and to eliminpools and farm bureau represenTennessee river, where
Dorothy Ann Davis, Billy Mcfrom seven states had been en- at delays occasioned by more
tatives.
be
cipal speech will
Elroy, Earl Hillyard.
Groups represented were the tered Wednesday morning, with formal presentation by young
by Governor Simeon
J. G. Graham, W. C. Sparks,
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco at least 75 expected by the dead- ladies or others. J. F. Graham
The Eggner's Ferry pro- Saul
Pogrotsky, H. B. McChesGrowers Association, Western line this morning, W. C. Sparks, will again call the rings.
ill be a four-in-one at- ney, Wylie
Jones, Gordon LisanDark
Fired Association and general chairman, said. Extra
New lights were installed at
include the celebrations by,
Henry Sevison, Clay WilStemming
District, Tobacco As- stalls had to be provided at the the stadium Wednesday and the
bridges over the Ten- son,
Clyde Kercheval, Ben Wood,
sociations, all tobacco coops, the Stockyards and nearby, so great show ring will be much better
at Paducah and the Cum- Hopkinsville;
William Pickering,
Kentucky and Tennessee Farm was the demand for facilities illuminated than last year. Spotat Smithland and Can- Mrs. J. R.
Kevil.
Bureau Federations, and the for the fine horses from a dis- lights also were placed to faciliG. M. Pedley, Dr. C. H. Jagtance. Entries from this and tate entrance and purchase of
Steve Hill up on Pistol Packin' Papa, one of the fine Walking Horses of the Beech Grove, Triple-A Associations of KenTs of the State Legisla- gers,
J. B. Lester, Alvin Lisanneighboring counties are not tickets, at the center of the
Tenn., stable which will have two entries in the Horse Show here tonight, Friday and Saturday tucky, Tennessee and Virginia.
and western Kentucky by, Joe
Altsheler, Hopkinsville;
Ben Kilgore, Springfield, expected to be 'kept here over- stadium on Darby street.
nights, in Butler High Stadium. Several champions of the biggest horse shows in the Nation
permen have been invited
Dugan Ordway, Fredonia.
T
Tenn., public relations chairman night.
Entries for the mule show and
will compete in the Princeton event.
Eggner's Ferry celebraA. P. Day, Mrs E E Bagshaw,
stadium was in readi- halter classes, to be contested on
for the entire group, said thousguests of a committee in
Merle Drain, Grayson Harralson,
ands of growers of Dark Fired ness Wednesday night for the Court Square Saturday afternoon
of arrangements. A
Hearne Harralson, Hugh Cherry,
and Dark Air Cured tobacco biggest crowds which ever wit- from 1 to 5 o'clock, have come
Princeton Stores To
n will be held for them
C. A. Pepper, Glen Farmer, Dr.
will get the opportunity to vote nessed an event there. A double in slowly, as was expected, the
Close
Saturday
party of State officials
Night
Ralph Blazier, Virginia McCason whether to establish mar- rail protects the show ring and committee said Wednesday, and
Governor
pany
Willis at lin.
Because Of Horse Show
ket quotas on the two types of especial efforts have been made these rings are expected to fill
Lodge, on a bluff overIn cooperation with the PrinceKatharine Garrett, Bedford
tobacco in 1946. He said if the to provide a maximum of space before the deadline that mornKentucky Lake at the
ton Retail Merchants' Association
spectators, in the stadium, ing. Bedford McChesney will be
McChesney, Sam Koltinsky, R.
Mule And Halter
High School Teaching plan is adopted, there will be for
of the bridge, and at a
the following stores have agreed
S. Gregory, Pfc. Mitchell Clift,
an increase in the loan advances the bleachers and along the out- at Wood's Drug Store Saturday
Saturday night at MurClasses To Exhibit On to close Saturday night of this
Corps Lacks Science
Alice Denham, John E. Young,
or support prices over last year side rail. It is believed 6,000 morning to help prepare entry
e Governor's party will
week on account of the Horse
persons can see the show from forms, necessary to get individRobert Dalzell, Melville Young.
Court
Square
on the 1945 crop.
Instructor
ored at a dinner Friday
Iley McGough, Dr. J. J. RosenThe law providing for the re- good vantage points. A section ual entries into desired classes.
Closing of a block or more of Show: Goldnamers', Finkel's Fair
Princeton's
will
scliools
open
at Paducah and at a
thal, Pat Runyon, Marion; Clif- Market street was approved at Store, J. C. Penney Co.. Fede7atferendum, Kilgore said, will set of the standing room has been Some Of Show's
Top
t Saturday at Mayfield.
ed Stores, Sula and Eliza Nall, for class work Monday morning, the loan advance of
ton Wood, Hewlett Morgan, Lisle
Dark Fired made available for Negro horse Horses Are Listed
Sept.
superintenA.
Horn,
3,
C.
Monday's
Council
City
session
in
Eggner's Ferry program
L.
H.
Lowry,
Arnold's,
Wood
lovers,
of
whom
Princeton
has
Easley, Marion; Jolui Morgan,
Among top gaited horses endent, said this week, and regis- tobacco at 75 percent of the
gin at 2 o'clock, with
Burley support price and 86 2-3 a good many, members of the
Dewey Crayne, Guy Martin, order to provide space for the and Murphy, McElroy's, Brown's
tered, their owners and stables
tration for all high school pupils
ring on Kentucky Lake,
Furniture
Store,
Smith's
Furnimule and halter classes in conpercent of the Burley advance horse show committee said.
Chicagq; George 0. Eldred.
represented are: Turner Rudolph,
will begin Monday, Aug. 27.
will be several classes of
for Air Cured if quotas are State Patrolmen To Help
A, G. Ratliff, C. C. Bishop, nection with the Horse Show, ture Store, Morgan's Furniture
Seniors,
those
Springfield, Tenn., Yehudi, Ka11
or
having
or
ts in the events, cornHandle Big Crowds
Joe P. Wilcox, Clarence Mc- Saturday afternoon. The session Store and the Ben Franklin more credits, will be registered voted.
larama Oaks and Ruth McElwyn;
for cash prizes of $100.
Store.
Ten State Highway patrolmen
In actual practice, Kilgore said,
Gary, Federated Stores, Mrs. was attended
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy McLemore,
from 8 to 12 o'clock; Juniors, 7
by Councilmen
wishing to enter are askthis will mean that the loan ad- will be on hand to help handle Humbolt, Tenn.,
Joseph J. Stephens, Thomas Mcto 101
Golden King
/
2 credits, from 1 to 4
stact Frank Miller, HopBlackburn, Hammonds, Lacey,
vance a pound on Dark Fired the big crowds expected, Mr. Genius, Cobina
Connell, Thomas Bond, Raymond
o'clock, Monday, Aug. 27.
Right a n d
Ed Sears or Donald
Sparks
said,
and
City
special
tobacco
will
Schultz, Louisville; Ira Fears, Mrs. Quinn, Mayor Cash presidbe
21.6
cents comPrincess Xalarama; Dixie Stables,
Sophomores, with 3 to 61
/
2
on, Paducah.
police
will
be
in
on
and
duty
ing.
Dr. W. D. Ramage, Virgil Smith,
Nashville, High Mark, Gallant
credits, will be registered Tues- pared to 13.8 last year.
ge to serve as the speakaround the stadium during each
John McLin, W. D. Dawson and
Work on extension of the
Love and Senorita Peavine;
day, Aug. 28, from 8 o'clock untforrn will be anchored
night's performance, to keep
L. W. Bodenhamer.
water line to the city limit on
Thomas Banks Stable, Murray,
til noon, and Freshmen, with
lake between the shore
down confusion and to protect
Freight
Overload
Is
Menilo, Chester Twigg and Marthan
credits,
fewer
three
from
Trace
reported
Varmint
was
in
bridge proper, and the
the public and the horses. Gates
jorie Day; Dick Duncan, Wood1 to 4 o'clock, that day.
pproach to the span will
Also Eased By Army
progress. The extension will enwill open at 6:30 o'clock, nightThe high school still lacks a
burn, Wings of Destiny, Beau
a natural amphitheater
ly.
tail an expenditure approximatCutbacks
science teacher, Mr. Horn said,
Sterling and
King Bourbon;
crowd. The speaking proButler High School's fine band
(BY Aesociated Press)
ing $2,500, an official said.
but these subjects will be taught
Mrs. William L. Roemer, BowlCrop
ill begin at 3:30 o'clock.
Well
Below
Last
will
provide
music,
from
the
acWashington — Army officials with other teachers assuming
The I. C. Railroad company
Green, Wild Ways; Brock
r's Ferry bridge was secustomed place in the east ing
Year's But Yield
military cutbacks have solv- part of the load until a satisCreek Stable, Salem, Ind., Mans
for the celebration beBut Drivers Are Warned will continue this extension from said
bleacher
section,
after practisthe city limit to the South ed the nation's coal shortage and factory instructor can be obIs "Fair"
Colglazier, Noble's Black Imp,
it is at the site of the
ing new tunes the last two
To Save Old Cars
railroad freight transportation tained.
Yards, J. S. Stinebaugh said.
Sunday Moonbeam and Pin-up
Caldwell county's 1945 Burley weeks.
Kentucky Lake State
problems.
All Strain
tobacco crop has been about 15
is centrally located.
All reserved seats, 400 for Lady; Haynes Haven Farms,
At a news conference, Lt. Gen.
percent cut during the last 10 each
Spring Hill, Tenn., Princess PeaMr Associated Press)
g of gasoline rationing
New Sears, Roebuck
Crowe,
Edward
Roy
USN
night's show, were freshly
Brehon Somervell, chief of the
vine and King's Guard.
days, County Agent J. F. Graham marked
Washington—The federal goved to result in a large
this week, to correspond
Store Opens Friday
Army's service forces, and oth- Is Killed In Action
said Wednesday, with prospect
Walking horses that have won
The Kentucky Lake As- ernment cancelled its request
with numbered tickets, and it is
The new Sears, Roebuck Order er officials stated that the cutThe Navy Department has an- of the yield being only "fair".
many ribbons and are enis serving as sponsor- that motoring speeds be held to Office will have its formal openexpected
seating
of
patrons
will
nounced
Edward
Roy
that
back
in
Army coal contracts
Early wet weather stunted
tered here include: Princess,
ncy for the celebration.
35-miles-an-hour, effective Mon- ing Friday morning, Aug. 24, it
would save 145,000,000 tons in Crowe, fireman, second class, son Burley, Mr. Graham said, and be materially*expedited. Dr. C. Brock Creek Stables; Diamond
day.
H.
Jaggers
and
Mark
Cunninghas been announced by C. B. the next 12 months.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilburn the remainder of the growing
Lil, Dr. Porter Rogers, Searcy,
Director J. Monroe Johnson Georgi, promotion manager. It
on Horses Do
This reduction, they said, fol- Crowe, Dawson Springs, Route 3, season has not been conductive ham will have charge of seven Ark.; Carolina Pride, Steve Hill
urged motorists to "think twice is located in the Lisanby buildushers.
J.
B.
Lester,
Mrs.
Bart
has
been
action.
killed
in
lowed
a
saving
of
more
than
20,At Vienna, Ill.
to best results. The crop over
Stable, Beech Grove, Tenn.;
before attempting to increase
Griffin and Conway Lacey will
ton horses did well at regular driving speeds in old ing formerly occupied by Wood 000,000 tons in cancelled conthe county will not be anything
Steel Driving Man, H. Wilson,
be
ticket
sellers.
Personnel
includes
Store.
Drug
ticts after V-E day.
like so good as last year's but
nna, Ill., horse show last cars no longer capable of high
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Black AngMisses Helen Hays and GeneMiss Geneva Scott, manager;
The present national-coal defiwill be about normal, the counel, Mrs. David Morton, Greenford McChesney's Ala- speed operation."
vieve
King will be ushers for
Mrs. Bessie Harmon, assistant cit has been estimated at 25,000,len winning two seconds
ty agent believes.
ville, Miss.; Betty Lane, S. W.
He advised motorists to have manager, Mrs. Merideth Brown 000
boxholders, Bob McCarty, Virgil
tons, the Army spokesmen
Tuesday's rain helped pastures
third in walking horse their cars checked *horoughly.
Beech, Jr., Lewistown, Tenn.;
Smith,
Urey
B.
Chambers,
Wiland Miss Betty Jane Pilaut.
said, and hence these new cuts
and corn in some sections of the
D. W. Satterfield's GenHodges Princess and Merry
--lard Moore, John Morgan, Dr.
will make more than 120,000,000
county, as well as late tobacco,
Beech Lown, Haynes Haven
cArthur taking two seeChristmas
ShopBoom.
Frankfort—Gov. Simeon Willis
W.
D.
Ramage
arid
Bart
Griffin
tons available for reconversion
reports indicated.
d a fourth in five-gaited formally lifted the 35-mile an Rotarians Start Move
Farms, Spring Hill, Tenn.
will be reserved seat ushers, and
ping Season Seen Byl
and civilian use.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. hour speed limit in Kentucky To Purchase Pulmotor,
Roy
Rowland.
and
John
E.
Tremendous
cuts in supplies,
Government Experts
winning a blue ribbon, last Friday.
McChesney, Kennedy Are Young will be ticket takers, Saul Outwood Hospital To
Form First Aid Teams
they added, will ease the freight
(By Associated Press)
ribbons and fifth place
Pogrotsky, ticket chairman, said. Get 100-Bed Addition
Commissioners
Election
meetits
Club,
at
The Rotary
situation so much that congestion
Washington, Aug. 20 — The
gaited competition and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood re- ing Tuesday night, adopted a
During the week, a thorough
J. W. McChesney, Democrat,
The Veterans Hospital at Outnow
present
will
soon
cease
to
Government tonight turned loose
and a fifth in walking turned Sunday from St. Louis,
and Gilbert Kennedy, Republi- cleaning was given the stadium, wood will get a new 100-bed adresolution providing for investi- exist.
American industrial genius to
gs, with Mrs. Ann Leech Mo., where they went on vacacan, were appointed election the concession stand, 'which will dition for treatment of tubercugation look teward purchase of
start producing for peace.
third in the ladies' five- tion and a buying trip last Tuescommissioners for Caldwell coun- dispense soft drinks, hot dogs, losis as plat of a 2-year program
a pulmotor to be used in the Vacation School Ends
210
wiped
stroke
out
one
it
In
Store.
Drug
class.
day for Wood's
ty by the State Election Com- candy, etc., was moved to the of the Veterans Administration
community for first aid in cases
wartime controls which had been mission Saturday.
At Catholic Church
Mr. McChes- south end to get it out of the to expand its hospital facilities
of drowning, electrocution and
Vacation School at St. Paul's damming up materials and the ney replaces Floyd Young, Dem- way of the enclosure , where to meet all rquirements.
suffocation. Howard Stone was
Forty
Catholic Church ended Sunday, freedom of industry to turn out ocrat, and Mr. Kennedy was re- horses will be readied for ap- new hospitals are
called for in
named to obtain data on cost.
civilian
goods.
after
a
two
weeks'
session,
unappointed. They will serve for pearance in the show ring; ten the plan, which has yet to get
The club plans to organize first
Among the bans lifted were one
year. The sheriff serves as more boxes were erected at the
e approval of Congress.
aid teams, members of which will der the direction of Sisters Agradios,
those on the number of
chairman and third member of west edge of the field, for exbe immediately available in case nes Leo and Rose Emma, of Mt.
St. Joseph. Fifteen children were refrigerators and trucks that the county elections commission hibitors and patrons urgently
they are needed.
enrolled. A first communion could be produced.
seeking such accommodations;
Nylon Stockings Will
by virtue of his office.
f,.1lowIng ynitoinont on in
The War Production Board,
class was held Sunday, at which
political capital of this by suprails were white-washed, and
e' Ce,rnmitTires
-Implement
Farm
Be Available Soon,
or
ease
out
controls
threw
the
which
the
to
measures
sk'
Mark
\ig
Cunningham, Jr., made
porting
ht
the tenter spot for the judges,
Mrs. Dollie M. Catlett
land -Orant
eliminate price controls. It is Are Made Ration-Free
his first communion. Flower girls window, said -ceilings on the Home From Hospital
WPB Tells Fair Sex
1 • 1%.rel tier. C. 41
ringmaster,
ring
supervisor,
etc.,
• form.
,Itv manager of
(By Associated Press)
important for them to remember
and guards of honor took part in number of automobiles which
Princeton women and girls
Mrs. Dollie M. Catlett return- was preparted.
r''ss
the lintversity
r'rtIt it Les Angeles'.
,2ould be turned out will be lifted ed to her home on Hopkirisville
Washington—All farm -imple- the ceremony.
may be wearing new nylon
that any decided rise in prices
and
omit:
No
Center
Tent
In
•ooper, nlveralty
very sh'ortly.
hose by Thanksgiving, cer•
and wage rates during this per- ment and industrial-type tires
street Sunday after spending
crilleltd of Agrieulfl,l.1,
Economise, era
The W.P.B. still has 125 con- three weeks at Methodist H01- Of Ring This Year
tainly by Christmas. Nylon
add greatly to farm became ration-free after midwould
iod
of thls
ttea.
No tent will be placed in the
trols left but said a great many pital, Memphis, Tenn., where
can be used immediately for
night Monday, the Office of
costs as well as farm prices.
Two-Foot Snake Found of
People have an enormo
them would be ended within she underwent a major opera- center of the show ring this
slips, blouses, shirts and othAs long as food shortages con- Price Administration announced.
year,
since
this
interfered
with
In Sack Of Sugar
the next few days.
successful control of in tinua, most farm products very
er garments and controls for
tion. Her condition is reported the
view of spectators from the
While preparing supper at
A runaway price !Rua likely could hold their own if Major W. W. Morse Guest
Government experts predicted much improved.
its use in stockings will be
stadium last year, it was deher home in the Friendship
ring the war, or whil prices were given free rein. But Speaker For Kiwanians
a boom Christmas shopping searemoved soon, WPB officials
cided by the committee in
community last Friday night,
said Wednesday. It may be
son with many now-scarce or West Kentucky Gas Co.
ure for civilian good that situation is only temporary.
Major W. W. Morse, one of
charge. Instead, a fence will enMrs. Ovid Hart found a twoseveral months before the
completely missing products due Has New Manager Here
lees continues during th When war demands taper off, Princeton's most traveled fightfoot snake coiled in a sugar
Robert Hancock, Madisonville, close a tablelPon which will be
back on the shelves.
long pent up demand can be
nstwar period,
shortages of farm products are ers, was guest speaker at Wedhas replaced Ralph Lee, resigned, a telephone and the sound equipsack in her pantry. Neighfully met, WPB said, but
aster for many wouti likely to be rqplaced by sur- nesday's meeting of the Kiwanis
farmerl
-.1 Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Claypool, as service manager of West Ky. ment, ribbons, trophies, etc.
when factories get started
bors, unable to identify the
ir families.
pluses. If prices are allowed to Club. Major Morse spent 40
The trophies, for winners of
Louisville, are spending this Gas Co., Inc., beginning his new
kind of snake it was, called
making nylon hose, they are
11 naturally find
hand now, farm prices months in the European theater,
of
out
get
gool
week with her neice, Mrs. Gray- duties Monday. Hancock has been the show's two model classes
it the "black market" speciexpected to turn them out
whY prices on their pro- then may nose-dive while many Serving in eight countries. His
son Harrelson, and Mr. HaTral- discharged from the Army, hav- and one riding class events, armen.
for
interest
In unprecedented volume.
great
held
remarks
up.
stay
expenses
be
'ermitted
toga Items of farm
rived last weekend and are on
SON w. Main street.
ing spent 38 months overseas.
the,Kiwanians.
Pinions seek to snake . (Please turn to Page Tour)

Of Gas Rationing
n To State Event
Eggner's Ferry

W. B.

To Close Street
For Horse Show ,

Registration For
Pupils Scheduled

Coal Shortage Is
No longer Feared ,

Burley Cutting
15 Percent Done

Wartime Speed
Limit Is Lifted

Kill Controls On
Home Front Goods ,

lation Is Seen As
reat To Farmers

Ismemommemammemsommir
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Our Example As A Pattern
For Peace In The World
While there is never a winner in modand
ern war, there is always a loser;
the Japanese Empire, more than 2,000
years old, which had never lost a war,
has bowed to the United States of America, fewer than 200 years old, and her
Allies. The USA also has never lost a
war and, pray God, never will. But the
principal lesson we should learn from
this war is that we shall always have
powerful enemies and must be ever vigilant.
If anybody, anywhere, had any doubt
about which was the greatest nation in
the world when this war began, this
doubt no longer exists. Our men at arms,
our industries, our scientists, our doctors
and our home front have proven this
Nation is the greatest performer, at war
or in peace, the world has ever known.
Now the most magnificent•artny, navy
and air force the world has ever seen,
the armed might of the mightiest people,
stands on the threshold of its enemy's
homeland, ready to occupy and to control
for many years the beaten foe whose
militaristic and warlike leaders plunged
us into the tralestrom and their own
people into despair and almost complete
ruin.

We shall need all the brains our military and our executive branches can
supply for the task of changing the
picture in Japan. Through the late and
great Franklin D. Roosevelt we have
achieved greatly upon the world's diplomatic stage in the last decade. Our standing among our Allies is at its highest
peak, as is that understanding among
the victors which is so necessary to lasting good as result of our joint victory.
Beginning the war with the almost
fatal handicap of unpreparedness, even
after the bitter lessons of World War I,
we have emerged from the sternest test
by fire, bloodshed, torture and horrible
strife, into another peace era which presents unlimited opportunities for growth,
prosperity and the building of world understanding.
Now that the exuberance and excitement of the first phases of our triumph
have subsided, let us be soberly thankful
and highly resolved to go forward in the
development and improvement of our
way of life, to the end that even those
who hate us most may come to realize
our example in peace is worth more to
them as a pattern than our demonstrated
superiority at war.

Facing Confidently The Big
Peace Time Job

•

The big job at Washington now . . .
and it is perhaps the biggest job Washington ever had including effecting the
victory over our enemies, is to extract
the monkey-wrenches from reconversion,
revamp all the vital governmental
agencies and speed the return to peace
time activities and as near a normal way
of life as we possible can attain . . .
all in a big hurry.
Press dispatches last week, right after
the Japanese surrender had become an
actuality, said it is likely there will be 7
millions of unemployed workers in the
Nation by Christmas; and this scared
many folk, perhaps unduly. We had eight
or nine million unemployed when we
started the war, and fifty percent more
than that in Hoover's last days.
In the first place, many persons worked
during the war emergeace), who had not
held jobs before and Who do not need to
work in order to keep themselves and
their families provided for. In fact, many
of these wartime workers, and their dependents too, will be far better off with
them at home. Especially is this true of
mothers.
There is going to be considerable unhappiness on the part of some who must
surrender high-paying war plant jobs because we no longer need what the war
plants and their !corkers have been producing. These individuals, a large majority of whom never earned half as
much anywhere else, will regret to separate themselves from the inflated wages
and likely will be loath and slow to accept other employment as peacetime pay.
But accept such jobs they must, or be
relegated to the ranks. of the non-workers. Of course, most can still obtain jobs
at wages appreciably higher than they
earned before Pearl Harbor. The sensible
ones will go from war plants tp factories
with rush orders to supply home front
needs, a vast backlog of which lies ready
to bulwark the Nation's economic safety.
Now comes President Truman's greatest test; and the manner in which he

the murder of- ministers, the bayoneting
of our wounded, the starvation of our
war prisoners.

True, the Atomic Bomb is the most
destructive weapon ever devised by man;
and we begin to see borne out the predictions of our own scientists and those
of other nations, made immediately after
the other World War and since, that engines of destruction would become so
terrible as to menace the survival of the

'We are told that Nast Germany run' rosily'WOW winning the race for possession of facts leading to development
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empire.
and fall of the Japanese
Maps detail stages in the rise
holdings
their
war,
the
during
The extent of Japanese gains
area
began, and the approximate
when surrender negotiations
surrender terms. (AP WirePotsdam
the
under
them
allowed
photo Map)

Pennyrile Postscripts

form At Princeton".
tions of those responsible.
• • •
• • •
The use of the word "tanNo newspaper with which
this writer has been connected bark" was an echo of byegone
ever took Christmas Day off, or days; for no horse show, unless
be those at the Kentucky
any other day, including Sun- it
Fair and in Madison Square
day, in the case of the dailies. State
Garden, uses tanbark these days.
• • •
The horses show on grass or a
will
remember
Old-timers
county fair racetrack of dirt.
editors got out their papers in
Mr. Goodaker need have no

of the new and awful bomb. Had Hitler's
underlings won this contest, can anyone
doubt we should have seen the destruction
of our cities by the Atomic Bomb at the
hands of the Nazis and the Japs?
Considering the immediate problems
in celposed by the new bomb, it seems likely the South on wallpaper, while
lars and even in thickets
own
many young lives . .. those of our
Sherman and Grant were overboys, those of our Allies and those of our whelming the Confederacy. It
enemies alike, have been saved by a much is a tradition we will never
earlier end of this war. But peering be- willingly break: To get the
yond that into the dim vista of the next paper out on time, no matter
what happens. We believe it to
generation, hideous designs become visible be an obligation of first importto
bound
of
horrors
eye
to the mind's
ance to our readers.
come unless this new and terrible force
• • •
can be and is harnessed in the ways of Grayson Hacralson, Merle
Drain, Clyde Kercheval, Merle
peace and humanitariinism.
Who shall say that we can forever Brpwn, Carol Wadlington and
keep the secrets of the Atomic Bomb Petry Pruett put up the rail

concern that Mr. Sparks will be
cutting any timber to get tan-

bark

for the current Princeton

Horse Show.
• • •
After

working

the

last

six

or seven weeks with members of
the Country Club who headed
horse show committees, this reporter is more confident than
ever that a new hospital can be
obtained for Princeton . . . if
only the right leadership for
the campaign can be interested
sufficiently to take the responfor the Horse Show Victory Day sibility.
safe from enemy hands and Minds? It
(Wednesday) and did a first
cost $2- billion to develop this scourge. class job. White-wash went en
The world's largest exporter
How much will it cost to safeguard the over the weekend and the boxes of coffee is Brazil.
•- • •
power it gives our nation? And what were readied at the same time.
of the CounThere is a bridge In Iraq
guarantee have we that enemy minds Some 15 members
try Club have worked like Tro- which is lowerd 20 feet under
may not soon conceive as great or even
jans on this event . . . which the water so that ships may sail
greater menace to us?
looks from here like a grand over the span.
• • •
Now indeed should our best brains success, with good weather.
strive to find answers to the most vital
In America and England any
• • •
"Miss Sallie" Harrelson, Grand Christian name that is the choice
problem of mankind, the eternal enmity
of the have-nots for the haves. For it is Old Lady of Princeton, went out of the parents can be given to
a child but in France and Gerinconceivable that Germans and Japanese to the Country Club Tuesday many there is a prescribed list
night and drank a bottle of a
will forgive to our victory and the means popular soft drink, celebrating of saints and persons known in
which affected it; or that they will rest the victory over Japan. Ithe had ancient history and babies'
long, after Meat, ere they begin mak more fun thrift some of youngs- names must be taken from that
list
tira Prititelkk
to plan- Mir mibittotittn.
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LIBERTY'S LIGHT
SHINES ONCE MORE

:0

.
S
°

handles the business of getting us back
into peaceful pursuits will be the measure
of his success in the country's biggest
job.
Reconversion has been held in check
By G. M. P.
because Army and Navy brass hats controlled supplies and would not yield prioriA lot of cities and towns had
Celebrations for freeing toll
ties for civilian goods; and Congress was bridges are to be staged Satur- victory parades last Wednesday
. . . but Princeton had two, one
afraid to override the military leaders, day throughout the state:
other, afterlest disaster on the fighting fronts might You can stand on the bridge in the morning, the used a notCash
Mayor
noon.
on's
at midnight
follow and blame be laid at Washingt
too-good voice amplifier at the
When the clock is striking the
door.
P. M. celebration from the back
time
Now this impediment has been removend of the City's fire truck. The
Or cross the bridge when you
Boy and Girl Scouts and the
ed. The President has proven himself
want to
tion
Butler Band made a fine showdetermina
,
judgment
sound
of
a man
And it doesn't cost a dime.
morning parade, the
and courage. Already many controls and (Tom Underwood in the Lex- ing in the
girls all in white uniforms.
spurt
a
Herald).
and
ington
restrictions have been ended
• • •
• • •
of activity is evident on every hand
Dr. Elwood Cook,
to
Welcome
Show got a big
looking toward economic, industrial and The Horse with most other optometrist, who has moved his
along
break,
business readjustment for peace and projects and people of this Na- office in with Dr. I. Z. Barber.
young
A likeable, personable
prosperity.
tion, when the Japs hollered
well
do
should
Elwood
man,
There may be a brief interval of un- "Uncle". With gas rationing endhere in his profession and is to
can
lovers
.horse
we
more
and
many
business
of
ed,
part
certainty on the
making
the show be congratulated upon
may do without many things we need and will drive here for Saturday. so splendid a connection.
and
tonight, Friday
• • •
and want, until materials and supplies To be safe, best practice is to
s
standard
price
available,
made
can be
A lady friend says her seerbuy reserved seat tickets NOW.
sucker suit always looks like it
• • •
fixed, wages agreed upon and put into
had just been freshly pressed
productfront
of
on
Youngsters riding
effect, and the actual wheels
all over . . . with a waffle iron.
literally
and
grand
same
fenders
the
on
rolling
started
ion
• • •
automobiles here
scale which enabled us to conquer our the outsides of celebration took And then there's the aircraft
VJ
the
during
foes with the weapons of war private long chances on death or per- company's advertisement that
industry in the United States was able manent injury and should have tells of the woman who, ration
to turn out in astounding volume.
been curbed. Only recently two book in hand, barged into an
But this nation is greater today than girls, 15 and 16 years old, lost airlines office. She flipped over
try- pages of red and blue points,
she ever has been. Her leaders are united their lives nyir Owensboro
triumphantly tore out an airthis stunt.
ing
are
We
for the peacetime reconversion.
plane stamp for rationed shoes
• • •
not only at peace but we have won to Howard York wanted to know and whacked it down on the
better understanding of our world neigh- if we weren't going to skip counter. "There's my priority,"
last she announced, "I want a seat
Leader
getting out The
bors, as they have to us.
other on the next plane."
every
nearly
while
lands
in
week,
many
cloudy
while
future,
The
• • •
taktoday, is definitely bright for citizens of business place in town was
Carl Sparks, horse show chairing Wednesday and Thursday
stand
therefore
us
the United States. Let
man, received notification from
off.
solidly with and behind the President,
• • •s
W. R. Goodaker, who lives in
putting nothing in the way of his pro- Well, we learned in the old the Olney section of this county,
his
gram for our welfare.
fashioned school which taught asking that no timber on
We may not be too well prepared for that, as in the theatrical world land be cut for "tanbark". Mr.
Goodaker is a Leader subscribpeace but with what we have, as has the show must go on regardless, er and must have read last
so in the newspaper business . . .
accompwe
can
been abundantly proven,
the paper MUST come out, and week's story about the horse
lish more than any other nation in the on time, no matter what the show, which carried
headline
world ... and we will do it!
handicaps, hazards or inclina- "Tanbark Champions Will Per-

Horrors In The Vista Ahead
Japanese propaganda is saying the
new Atomic Bomb is inhuman . . . because it does a better job than the kind
of bombs the Japs dropped upon our unsuspecting men and their ships and barracks at Pearl Harbor.
Let us not be affected by this howl,
which in reality is but the yelping of
Nippon's dogs of war who have had their
tails severely twisted by the once lightlyheld Americans.
Remember that the Japs cut off the
heads of OUP airmen shot down over their
islands, tho they had done nothing more
than attempt to retaliate for the sneak
attack that Sunday morning, Dec. 7, 1941,
and had been unfortunate enough to land
on Japanese soil by parachute.
Remember the Death March of Bataan,
the rape of missionary-nurses on Luzon,

ALEUTIAN IS

11.1"
JAPAN

, August

Thursda , Au• us. 23, 19

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

To a world grown weary with
war, the unconditional surrender of Japan is like a giant
beacon, lighting the way to
liberty and lasting peace .. .
May the flags of our Allied
nations ever stay united and
liberty's light burn brightly
throughout the world forevermore.
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VOR three consecutive years a staff member of our papers has been awarded the
Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University.
The Lucius Nieman Fellowships were established In 1939 by Mrs. Until Wahl
Nieman in memory of her husband, former publisher of The Milwaukee Journal.
The Fellowships are offered working journalists of et lean three years' experience.
The whole field of itudruction at Harvard is open to Nieman Fellows. They are
Permitted to take courses in any department or school of the University. N.
technical courses designated as courses in journalism are offered, nor are special
oversee of study established for Fellows. The purpose of the Fellowship' is not to
give technical training In journalism but rather to enable the Fellows to increase
their competence in subjects with which they have to deal as writers or editors.
About twelve Fellowships are awarded annually. Competition each year has been
of such an order as to insure • representative selection.
In 1943 Paul Hughes, city editor of The Louisville Times, was the first Loubvilliaa
and second Kentuckian to receive this
ard. Hughes specialized in pow-war
problems. On assignment as war correspondent in the Pacific, his personalized
reports of fighting men from this area will soon appear daily in The Times and
Sunday Courier-Journal. He will also record voice interviews for radio station WHAS.
In 1944 Ed Edstrom, assistant Snnday editor of The Courier-Journal, won a Fellow.
skip which he used to study economics and municipal government. Edstrom writes
for The Passing Show and The Roto-Magazine. His most recent articles have been
on city plenning for post-war Louisville.
Cary Robertson, Sunday editor of The Courier-Journal, is one of ten American
journalists awarded the Nieman Fellowship this year. Robertson, who edits the
Rob -Magazine, The Pawling Show and supervises other Sunday sections, said be
intended "to study history, economics and public opinion with the idea of working
011 NOMO of the causes of the rise and fall of newspapers." He will be on a Inws
ef absence from the newspaper from September ant1LJune, 1946.
To have had tints of our staff mln selected for Fellowships out of • total ruder
lent than 40 for the three years is an honor which these newspaper. appreciate.
It is, too, we think,• recognition of the high quality of tke work whirls they lad
ether members of our staffs put into these papers.

tbe Tottrierlottrttat
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Gl's Don't Bring Hose
The Canned Bacon

j. F. Graham
pasture saves feed, in
terroduction, lowers feed
saves plant
oreiPeees the soil.
increases profits.
'ad
b, seeding is essential for
• winter pasture. Crimson
Vetch. Winter. Oats,
Rye, Rye Gross and
satisfactory
all make
graze well
I cover and
have
!heat and Barley
for general use.
seeding for pasture and
recoml
tee following are
. as best seeding dates:
• Clover, late August;
Winter Oats,
late August;
September; Barley, early
r; Rye, early SeptemAugust: Wheat,
gye Grass,
accordof seeding vary
* ex and purpose of the
More pasture and better
ion result from the heavseding. Lighter seedings are
ry where grazing is not
and are desirable where
and legumes are to be

JAP DELEGATION ARRIVES IN MANILA—Members of the 16-man Jap surrender arrangement delegation file out of C-54 transport on arrival in Manila from le Shima. Jap officer leading his party is Lt. Gen. Takashiro Kawabe, vice chief of Jap Imperial staff. Others in photo are
not identified. (AP Wirephoto .from signal corps via radio from Manila.)

' ed.
ended rates of seedin acre, depending upon the
of the crop, are: Crimclover, 12 to 20 lbs.; Vetch,
2
/
1040 lbs.; Winter Oates, 11
113a; Barley lke to 2 Bu.;
15
I to 2 Bu.; Rye Grass,
iSs; Wheat, 1 to 2 Bu.
acres of our land are
or to grow a good cover
On such land the use of
e and fertilizer is prac' and economical.
well prepared seed bed is
Pal Sowing seed on unor poorly prepared
bed is wasteful and ex-

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace c.f Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Princeton, January 26, 1909—/ sang a solo. After the meeting
On the afternoon of January 21, adjourned, the hostess served
the members of the Book Lov- a two-course lunch. Mrs. Medley
ers Literary Club assembled at Pool will entertain the club
the home of Miss Johnson for at the next meeting.
• • •
the regular meeting. Fourteen
Princeton, Jan. 26, 1909—Claud
members responded to roll call
with stories of happenings in the Wood is at home from Danville,
life of Italy's great poet, Dante. Ind., on account of ill health.
The subject for the afternoon He has been attending school
was Renaissance Art, Miss Rat- there the last several months
liff as leader. Miss Amos gave and will return to take up his
grain and Vetch should a sketch of Dante and his "Di- studies as soon as he feels betweed about two inches vine Comedy." Miss Landrum
• • •
Clover and Rye Grass gave a
graphic account of
lighter covering. The Raphael. Mrs. Barnes read
Princeton, Jan. 29, 1909—The
d a cultipacker before or interesting paper on "Italian following well known Caldwell
seeding helps conserve Operas," and Miss Dale Johnson County school teachers left last
and leaves a firm seed
Sunday afternoon for Bowling
mon clovers, and would not re Green, where they entered the
Clover and Vetch quire inoculation when seeded on State College Normal: Misses
be inoculated. Crimson land where other clovers have Pearl Jordan, Eula Castleberry
,however, is inoculated by been grown successfully during and Jessie Lane; Messrs. W. L.
Morse, Kelsie Cummins, Frank
one bacteria as other corn- the last few years.
Brown, Frank McChesney, Carlisle Orange, Edd Towery, Gid
Morse and Homer Nichols. There
are now quite a number of
atCaldwell county teachers
tending the Bowling Green
Normal.
• • •
Princeton, Feb. 5, 1909—Gov.
J. E. Osborne left Tuesday for
Rawlings, Wyoming, after having
spent the past three months in
the city with his wife. Mrs. Os—Ir. America everyone can enjoy the delicious
borne will remain with her par-

"There Were Times When I
Would Have Given Anything
For A Bottle Of Pasteurized Milk"
wholesome qualities of fresh Pasteurized milk.

ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Smith
until spring.
• • •
Ni Princeton, Feb. 9, 1909—Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Cash, Mr. and
Mrs. Walker Brelsford and little
daughter, Bessie, spent Sunday
very pleasantly wilh Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Dawson,'of Dulaney.
• • •
Princeton, Feb. 16, 1909—J.
D. Lester returned from a 2 days'
hunting trip out of Paducah up
the Tennessee River with Fred
and Burnie Mitchell. He reports
having killed sixteen nice, fat
wild ducks.

New York — American GI's
took such a liking to canned
bacon that they were consuming
The Leader will print this column
11,000,000 pounds a month at the
weekly for the benefit of veteran..
Questions concerning their rights
beginning of this year. First dewill be answered. Address all Inquirks to this paper. Information
veloped for the armed forces in
for this colorful is furnished by the
1941, canned sliced bacon rel'nited States Employment Service,
103 East Ninth Street, Hopkinsville
quires no refrigeration when
Kentucky.
shipped, and will keep in any
VETERANS' HIGHLIGTS OF -- climate in the World, American
Q. Will I have to pay for the Can Co. officials say.
care I receive at a Veterans'
Hospital?
A. Not if you sign a statment
Raymond Schadler, 4-H club
you are unable to pay the cost
in Campbell county, sold
member
Df hospitalization and treatment.
$74 worth of green onions from
Q. If there is reason to believe
a plot of ground 30 by 40 feet.
that my trouble is the result of
He also grew a fourth of an
service, what do I do?
acre of early potatoes and has
A. Call for a representative of
the Veterans' Administration, an planted a half-acre of late
beans.
American Legion service officer
or service officer of any veterice requirements and an income
ans' organization and he will
limitation.
help you to prepare a claim.
and
Q. If I become totally
a
permanently disabled from
cause not due to service, am 1
eligible for a pension?
A. Yes, subject to certain serv
Princeton, March 30, 1909 —
Misses Melville Akin and Bertie
Dollar went to Hopkinsville
Thursday and will be the guests
of Miss Mary West for a few
days.
• • •
Princeton, March 30, 1909 —
Mrs. Mary Powell and daughter,
Miss Mary, and little Miss Helen
will spend the spring and summer with her son, Luke Powell
in Arkansas, and a portion of
the time at Eddyville with her
daughter, Mrs. George Catlett
Rev. Charles Barnes and wife
will occupy the Powell residence
on Washington street during Mrs.
Powell's absence.

soldiers returning from overseas because they
know what it is like to go without it!
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DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt
DAILY MATINEE
at 2:30 P. M.

A MUSICAL LIKE NOTHING ON THIS EARTH
WITH A STORY THAT'S OUT OF THIS WOR
DIF STORY OF A POOR CHUMP
WHO FOUND ALADDINV
MAGK
AND WHAM
DID WITH M

SATURDAY
SUNDAY - HOLIDAYS
Open at 1:00 P. M.
Continuous Show

Now Showing! Thurs.-Fri. 23-24

THERE are several
Added! Treats! ...

Gone SM. DON • Anthony 01.1INN
"SULTAN'S BIRTHDAY" "WHITE RHAPSODY"
Color Cartoon
Sports Review
LATEST WORLD NEWS

WEDNESDAY ONLY - Aug. 29
nip

Use it freely in cooking too for more nutritious

ROE
Rut I

Princeton Cream & Butter
Company
Phone 161
fsga MICHAEL O'SHEA

MAlls MeDONALD • Silt JOHNSON

Added Pleasure!
TRAVELOGUE
In Technicolor
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping
aid.)

SUPERFATTED SOAP
You never expected soap to
sofeguard yous skin from
dryness—but this one doesl
Its creamy, fragrant lather
brings the benefits of protective lanolin. Wash to your
heart's content—and be blissfully sure that there'll be no
after-effects of dry tightness!
3 cokes for 50%

major

of equipment that
must be manufactured in
quantity and installed before telephone service can
be provided for all who
are now waiting!
items

plentiful be sure to serve it with every meal.

PROCESSED FOODS
Blue stamps Y2 through Ti
good through Nov. 30. Y2, Z2,
Al, through T1 good through
August 31. DI through H1
good through September 30.
JI through NI good through
October 31.
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
Q2 through Z2 good through
August 31; Al through Ti
good thr,ugh Sept. 30. Al
through El good through October 31.
SUGAR
Sugar stamp 38 vaild
through August 31. Five
pounds each.
(Be slue to put your name
and number on 'canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
In Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

SATURDAY
SUNDAY - HOLIDAYS
Open at 100 P. M.
Continuous Show

NIGHT SHOWS
7:00 - 9:15

Here in America where Pasteurized milk

OSTEN TO LISA SERGIO ...SLUE NETWORK ...EVERY MONDAY

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.

NIGHT SHOWS
7:00 - 9:15

DAILY MATINEE
at 2:30 P. M.

THE DAZZLING SYMPHONY
OF MOTION AND COLOR!
AND THE
GRACEFUL
BEAUTY
OF...

Pasteurized milk is a favorite beverage with

Mt. Aconcagua in Chile is the
highest mountain peak in the
Lambs and wool averaged ap- western hemisphere-22,834 feet
proximately $23 per ewe to high.
J. Shelburne of Anderson county
who owns a flock of 25 ewes.
He raised 36 of 48 lambs dropped, selling them at an average
weight of 801
2 pounds for $15.70
/
per hundred. County Agent C
A. Bell says several carloads o
western ewes have been brought
into the county.

Big Ewe Returns

THE end of war in Europe has not materially
changed the facilities
shortage situation. Even
after the manufacturing
plants convert from war to
peacetime production and
the necessary equipment
does become available,
additional time will be
necessary to install it and
get it into operation. You
can be assured that we
will do the job as fast as
humanly possible.

.Age4tilitie
JANE POWELL
RALPH BELLAMY
CONSTANCE MOORE
MORTON GOULD
Plus These Delightful Short Units!
COLOR CARTOON — "SUNDAY GO TO MEETIN'"
MUSICAL — RUDY VALLEE'S BAND

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
• AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Here's Morel . ..
WORM MELODY CARTOON
POPULAR SCIENCE IN COLOR
NO. 11 — "CAPTAIN AMERICA"

.1
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Lost Both Arms
And Both Legs

Fredonia News

Thursday, August 23, i

Friendship News Inflation Is Seen

(Continued from Page One)
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Adams and
Inflation control needs to remain
Isaac McCormick were in Hopeffective now if distress later on
kinsville last Thursday on busiis to be avoided.
ness.
The days of agricultural deMr. and Mrs. Sidney Fritz, of
pression and the talk of farm
Marion, Jessie Denham, of Carlo,
relief are still fresh in our
Mrs. J. B. Denham, Dawson
minds. Much of the difficulty
Springs, William Denham and
of the 1920's and 30's arose out
family, Isaac McCormick and
family, and Mrs. Ola May Prow- of the inflation of the last war
period. Farmers surely do not
ell, of Princeton, were dinner
guests of Omer Cook and family want to repeat that experience.
Inflation control now helps prolast Sunday.
Miss Freda Belle Alexander, tect them against that danger.
Farmers have another real inof Piney Grove, has been a recent visitor of Miss Mary Lou terest in inflation control. One
of its purposes is to enable perWhite.
sons with modest incomes to get
Uncle John Dillingham has
their share of scarce goods. The
been quite ill at the home of
farm population includes large
his son, Ruben Dillingham.
numbers whose incomes are relMiss Odell Dillingham, of
atively low. Inflation control is
Florida, has been here on a visit
a real protection to them as
to her grandfather, Uncle John
Dillingham and other relatives. long as there is danger of prices,
Parts of the Snake River gorge
To increase flow of urine and
Interest in the "old fashion ice getting out of hand.
are deeper than the Colorado's
Farm land prices on the avercream arid pie suppers" at varrelieve irritation of the bladder
Grand Canyon.
ious schools in this vicinity have age the country over have been
from excess acidity in the urine
rising steadily during the war.
experienced a great revival.
A.
.
, you *offering unnee•ssary di......,
In some areas, the increase has
Michaelis, nin-down feeling and discom- In Appreciation
pie
A
supper
at
the
Piney
fort from easosa acidity b. ttuk wine) Are
We desire to tender our heartyou disturbed niglit• by a Er.
Grove School .*sponsored by approached ,,booin proportions. A
desire
to pass water) Then you should know felt thanks and appreciation t
teacher, Mrs. Maxine Newsom lifting of price controls before
about that famou• &Peter'. dlecovery
DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
that our friends for kindnesses rendand pupils netted approximately the danger is past would open
thousands way gives blessed relief. Swamp
Root Is•carefully blended Combination of ered through the illness and pass
5200.
The popularity contest was the door to a speculative boom.
15 herbs, roots, vegetable., balsams. Dr. ing of our dear one, Robert
MorKihner's Is not harsh or habit-forming is
won by Miss Jewell Menser for This would lead to piling up of
any wey. Many people say its marvelose gan. Each act will ever be treaswhich she received a delicious mortgage debts which in many
effect Is truly amazing.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY! ured by us in memories and may
cake, the cake brought $107 and cases would be far out of line
Like thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send same tied address te the Giver of All bless and kee
Pfc. James Wilson of Jackson- a nice income was also realized with long-run farm earnings.
Department D, Kilmer • C... Inc., Bon
you.
1235, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
ville, Fla., who lost both arms at the Hart School last Saturday Such a result would spell foreThe- Morgan Family.
at once. AU drugglia• sell Swamp Root.
and both legs after they were night. This affair was sponsored closure and disaster for many
frozen following a plane crash by Miss Viola Burton and pupils. farmers when the inevitable relast winter in Vermont, takes his The winner in the contest for the action sets in.
Many farmers who normally
first walk on the broadwalk, At- cake was Miss Mildred Orton.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick would have retired have relantic City, N. J., using his new
artificial limbs. He is a patient and family and Mrs. W. M. Cart- mained on the job to help meet
at England General Hospital. wright visited relatives and war needs. A larger than usual
friends at Fredonia Sunday.
turnover of farms consequently
(AP Wirephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Trusty is in prospect after the war.
have the sympathy of their many Many of those taking over will
friends in the death of their be returning war veterans. It
57 acres, 11
/
2 miles Northeast of Fredonia;
little 8-months-old son on Au- will be most unfortunate
if
gust 5. He had only been ill a
few days and his death came First Peacetime Auto
good dwelling; good barn, some timber.
as a shock to the family as well
War Bond Prizes To
Comes Off Line At
as the community. Burial ocBe Given For Soil
cured at the family cemetery Louisville Ford Plant
PRICED TO SELL . . . FOR DETAILS, SEE . . .
Louisville, Aug. 21 — KenMonday.
Conservation Boost
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Andrews tucky's only auto assembly plant
War Bond Awards totaling
attended a graveyard cleaning at rolled its first civilian model off
$1,500 will be given winning
Crabtree,
Hopkins county, last the line here today.
Kentucky grade and high school
After making a slightly under
students in the second annual Saturday.
Mrs. Renfro Webb and child- 100,000-vehicle contribution to
Soil Conservation Essay Contest
ren and Miss Madaline Webb of the war effort, Louisville's first
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
announced yesterday by Mark
Whitley City, have returned to peace-time assembled Ford was
Ethridge, publisher of the Courtheir home after a few days' driven off the assembly line by
Princeton, Ky.
ier-Journal and The Louisville
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mayor Wilson Wyatt.
Times and general manager of
Company officials estimated
Robinson.
Radio Station WHAS. The conMr. and Mrs. Hobart Tray- 270 cars would be produced here
test is conducted each year in
lor and family, of Fredonia, were during the remainder of the
cooperation with the Kentucky
here Saturday afternoon on month, with plant output slated
Soil Conservation District Supto hit 400 as soon as materials are
business.
ervisor's Association.
Farmers throughout this vicini- available.
Open to any qualified school
ty are busy housing Burley toboy or girl in Kentucky, the
London — A 20-year-old girl
bacco cutting and baling hay.
contest is based on an essay,
Mr. Chas. Lisanby has been riveter told the judge at Old
not exceeding 1,000 words, on
quite ill for the last few weeks. Bailey that she couldn't sleep at
"Conserving Kentucky's Soil,"
Miss Elane Lisanby, of Piney night, so went out instead with
Special consideration should be
Grove, has been recent guest of a bayonet, prying open windows
given the tremendous need for
and committing burglaries. SenMiss Mary LousWhite.
We have recently opened a paint and body conservati
on in the State and
tence was postponed.
the help in solving this probEverybody Reads The Leader
shop, 11
/
2 miles West of Princeton on High- lem soil conservation district
supervisors can give Kentucky
farmers...
way 91.
The three State prizes will be
war bonds of $100, $50 and $25.
In addition a $25 War Bond
Come in today, and let us give your car a will be given the best essay from
each of the 58 soil conservation
districts in which at least five
complete paint job.
essays are submitted. State
awards will be made at the an•
nual Home and Farm Improvement Campaign—Tom Wallace
TO WEAR
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Forestry Award luncheon-broadcast in Louisville.
TO PRINCET
Miss Ada Leeper is visiting
Mrs. A. F. Burnette, Mrs. Lawrence Baldwin and son, Lawrence Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Barnett, of
Jr., of Bowling Green, were over Nashville, this week. She will
night guests of Mr. and Mrs. visit the Rev. and Mrs. L. LayT. L. Grubbs one night last week. man enroute home next week.
Guests of Rev. and Mrs. LangsMiss Barbara Baldwin returned
home, with them after spending ton last week were Mr. and Mrs.
two weeks with her grandpar- Cecil Couver and son, Jr., from
near Paducah.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Grubbs.
Mrs. Tom Bugg and Mrs. Dave
Mrs. Merlin J. McGuire, Jr., of
Woodsid4 L. I., New York, is Perkins recently visited Mr. and
the house guest of Mrs. Charles Mrs. Lenice Baugh, of Dumor.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
T. Taylor at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. visited Mr,. and Mrs. Leonard
Guess, of Crider, Sunday.
Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. John Quertermous, of Frankfort, and Mr. and
Better Late Than ...
Mrs. Kelley Bennett and childDocking, Norfolk, England—
ren, of Madisonville, were visitDocking council was approvoed
ors of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
and Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous changing the name of "Hell's
Row" district to "Churchill
Sunday.
Estate."

these transfers take place at inflated land prices. Here is another strong reason for continuing
the protection provided by inflation control.
No one contends that control
of prices and wages has been
perfect. By and large, however,
fair-minded citizens will agree
that the job has been reasonably
well done considering the diffi-

EMPTY MILK
BOTTLES
So That We Can Give Uninterrupted
Service To You And Your Grocer!

For Sale

The fighting is over but the scarcity of glass milk bottles continues, due to manufacturing problems. For that reason we must
use
the supply now in Princeton.

Essay Contest Is
Announced By C-J ,

Please go to your pantry shelves, search the nooks and corners,
and return all empty milk bottles to your grocer or to the milk
man that serves your neighborhood.

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt.

Beautiful

HOSE
ON'S

•

CARNER & CARNER

Big Road Building
Program Is Ready
1

eiho PAINTS,
' "Wescote"Interioi

swr-21
Paents lot 4 ,ery need!
Wick
asa..iment

CHOICE—Kitchen & Bath or ti2
Porch & Floor Enamels. qt.
QUICK DRY ENAMEL—
Tough high-gloss finish.
qt.

g

FLAT WALL PAINT—
Beautiful high-gloss finish.

1.20
qt2.45
3•90
90
2.95

SYN-CO-LAC--- Use wherever shellac is needed.
gal.
OUTSIDE, White house
Paint.

gal

Other Paint Needs—Savings!
'
444(
46.--est,

have a wide--Selection of Wallpaper
at lowest- prices.

Associate Store
Princeton,

Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN. Mgr.
Phone 212

Kentucky

HORSE SHOW

Navy Will Release
100,000 Auto Tires
Washington—The Navy said it
expected to release approximately 100,000 tires within 130 to 70
days.
Most of the total are of the
"mud and snow" type, the Navy
said.
The Army said meanwhile it
bee no huge stocks of tires and
that few if any VIII be declared
"surplus" and sold to civilians.
Evtrybody Reads The Leader

$1.40 Pr.
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RATION FREE-AUG.17 THROUGH SEPT.29
Men's perforated Oxfords — Tan and 2-tone-- Bal. &
Blucher,
Sizes 6 to 11. Genuine leather with composition sole &
heel—

Oxfords, Pumps
and Ties

$1•95 to $345

Dozens of styles, sizes 4 to 9, but not every
size in all styles—
Formerly Rationed
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•

ijs Baker H
olottie Moo

rn

SHEER

$1.08 a pair
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eek5 ago and
n reserved.
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45 GAUGE
HUMMING BIRD

1A's Perform
t Butler High

Phone '161

Women's Leather Shoes with Leather Soles
Extra Sheer

on
countrY Cl
iately folio

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

$2.95
54 GAUGE

Final preparg
leted for

It is our earnest desire to give uninterrupted service and we
urgently request your cooperation.

(By Associated Presa)

Washington — Anytime Congress gives the word, a nationwide highway program is ready
for launching.
Not even an appropriation is
immediately necessary. All Congress needs to do is say that the
war-created emergency no longer exists.
Congress already has authorized expenditure of a billion dollars a year by the Federal government, to be matched by an
equal amount from the state
governments, during the first 3
years after the war. This, Congress said, will begin a 40,000mile system of interstate highways. Federal funds, however,
cannot be paid out on any contracts let before the emergency
is declared at an end.
Allotments to the states for
the first year the federal program it in effect Included $8,907,656 for Kentucky.

ors
ala

The situation is so critical that our firms have had scarcely enough
bottles to care for our needs on several occasions recently.

Formerly Rationed

Kentucky To Get $8,907,6.20 In U. S. Money
From Congress

(By Associated Press)
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PLEASE RETURN ALL

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS

NOTICE!

culties involved. Few, if any, will
want controls to continue any
longer than needed, but this is
not the time to ease up.
As rapidly as the war effort
permits, the threat of Inflation
should be tempered by speedy
expansion and resumption
of
production to
meet civilian
needs. But controls are needed
until supplies again are adequate
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Dorothy Ann Davis

a visit with her mother, Mrs. W. and
Mrs. W. L. Davis, Plum /Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
Yates,
E. Majors and si,ster, Mrs. Ethel
street. They were accompanied
Chicago, are spending a two
French and family, Highland home
by Mrs. Thomas Amos, who
Avenue.
attended the wedding of Miss week's vacation with his par- CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Mit; Ruth Lytle, home eco- Mitchell and Lieutenant
Winnett ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates,
Church School, 9:45 a.m.
nomist for the local K. U., re- there Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Woodall,
nd family, E. Main street.
Morning Worship, 10:45 a.m.
preparat
ion.s have been Lamm, vocalist
turned from Paducah Wedal
Fredonia, on the birth of a
Mr. and Mrs. William SatterMr. and Mrs. Godfred Child.
Topic: The Christiana Cross.
C.
W.
Statton
,
Hopkinsville; R. day, where she had been attend- field and son,
pleted for the Princeton
In case of rain, the event will
William Hughes, ress will arrive today from ValUnion Evening Service, 7:45 daughter, Sandra Gayle.
S. Sneed, Dr. W. D. Ramage, Mrs. ing
a K. U. meeting since Mon- of Owensboro, are visiting his halla, N. Y., for a visit
e Show Ball at the Prince- be held at the Elks' ballroo
p.m.
with
her
m.
Nancy
Darnell, Billy McConnell, day. .
Country Clut. tonight, immother, Mrs. Guy Satterfield and mother, Mrs. Shell Smith, EdPersons having table reservaRev. C. P. Brooks, preaching. Preparation, Packaging
Grayson Harrelson, Claude Kolately following the first tions up to Tuesday afterno
sister, Miss Galena Rose Satter- dyville Road, and his parents
Captain
J.
A.
Mowbr
ay
and
on
in- tinsky.
perfor
For Freeze Storage To
mance
of the show clude: Virgil Smith,
field and other relatives here.
Cs
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Childress, OGDEN MEXORIAL
Mrs. E. E.
Hey McGough, Hugh Cherry son, Jim, were the guests of Mrs.
utter High Stadium.
, Zonweiss Nave, E. Market street,
Bagshaw, Bart Griffith, Barbar
E
Mr.
le
and
street.
Be Explained Aug. 30
METHODIST
Mrs. Joe Ellery, Chia Hearne Harralson, K. E. Bennett
itations were mailed two Nell Cummins,
, Sunday night and Monday, en- cago, and Dock Woodal
rs. Paris Parks, Harlan, and E. S. Denton, Pastor
Preparation and packaging of
Saul Pogrotsky, Carroll Wadlin
l and
gton, Frank Las- route from
s ago and 107 tables have Conway Lacey, Dr. C. H.
Maxwell Field, Ala., grandson, Cpl. Glenn Bright, at- Miss Virginia Smith, Louisville,
Jaggers, well, Ira Fears, Carl.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School, Har- foods for freezer locker storage
reserved.
Sparks
,
Cooper Crider, Hillary Barnett
to Chicago.
tended the races at Dade Park are visiting their brother, Virgil ry Long, supt.
, Scotty McGraw,
will be demonstrated at a meetMadisonville:
e dance will feature Francis Willard Moore, Charles Elder,
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Rice, one day last week, after which Smith and family, Hopkinsville
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship.
Paul
King,
L.
T.
ing to be held at 2 o'clock
Gordon
orchest
ra, with Bob Mark Cunningham,
, Madi- Jr.,
•'s NBC
Mr.
street.
Ellery
returne
Merle Drain. sonville, and Robert
and children, Billy, Ann,
d to Chicago.
6:30 p.m. Youth Fellowship
L. Riley, Jr.
Johnny and Bobby, Syracuse, N.
Mrs. E. N. Crayne and daughservice. Mrs. Tom Amos, leader. Thursday afternoon, Aug. 30, in
Baker Hostess
Shower For Bride
Y., are visiting her parents, Mr. ter, Bernice, Chicago, Doris Jean End Of Shoe Ration
7:30 p.m. Union evening ser- the home economics laboratory
Stegar Family Reunion
ing
A surprise bridal shower was
and Mrs. L. E. O'Hara and fami- Bright and Dock Woodall were
ottie Moon Circle
vice at Central Presbyterian at Butler High School.
N./Attending a family reunion at
Forec
ast This Year
ly, Hopkinsville Road. They were the weekend guests of the family
Church. Sermon by Rev. C. P. The meeting has been arrange Lottie Moon Circle of the given for Mrs. Paul West Tues- the home of Mrs. J.
(By Associated Press)
A. Stegar, the guests of Mr.
Brooks.
and Mrs. Regi- of Bridges Montgomery, DartBaptist Church met at the day, Aug. 14, by the Fredonia Locust street, this week are
ed by the County Extension OfWashington—The end of shoe
Mr. nald Rice, Sr., in Owensboro last mouth Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
rationing before the end of the
• of Miss Mary Wilson Bak- Young Women's Auxiliary at the and Mrs. James S. Steger and week.
fice for benefit of locker patrons
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lavern
e "Pete" Year was forecast by the War Truman Asks That V-J
esday night, Aug. 14. for home of Mrs. H. K. Langston. children, Evelyn and Martha 4 Charles
and others interested in preparaCavana
and
Garlan
h,
Forest Park, III., spent Production Board.
d ThompAnn, Abingdon, Va.; Mr.
.The board Day Be Day Of Work
and
gular monthly meeting. Ten Mrs. West is the former Eva
tion of foods which are to be
Mrs. Guy Martin and daughter, son have returned to their homr. Wednesday here with friends and said this forecast was prompt
(fly Aesoctated Peese)
ed
Blackburn, daughter of Mr. and
in Milwaukee, Wis., after a visit relatives.
bers were present.
conserv
Mary Burt, Chicago, and Mr.
ed
by freezing. The
by drastic reductions in shoe reand
Washington — President True devotional, from Acts, sec- Mrs. Ray Blackburn.
demonstration is open to the
Mrs. Ray Ellis, who have been with Mr. and Mrs. Otho Feagan -J Mrs. Carl Beesley, Jr., Evans- quirements for
the
militar
man
y
has
asked that V-.1 Day, public.
chapter, was given by the
and family, S. Seminary street. ville, is visiting her parents
Gifts were placed around a spending the summer at
, Mr. services.
Dela- v' Miss Betty
when it is proclaimed, be a day
dent, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby. large
McWaters, Paducah, and Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., W. Main
E. J. Wilford of the College
fireplace in the home of field, Wis.
of work and not a holiday, Secis visiting Miss Helen Feagan, S. street.
Robert Jacob had charge of
of Agriculture and Home EcoIn 1673 the Dutch with a fleet retary of Labor
Schwellenbach nomics, and
Seminary street.
program, assisted by Mes- Mrs. Langston. After two musicNancy S. Beck,
Mr. Roy Cann, Munfordville, of 23 vessels and 1,600 men took said in a stateme
nt that this was home agent,
Ernest Childress, J. C. al numbers, a vocal solo by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mitchell was the guest of Mrs. John Wylie, New York
will have charge.
back
from
the
British
the
Preside
nt's desire because of
Luke Quertermous and a piano
d and Robert Nash.
and daughter, Dorothy, of Pa- W. Main street Sunday
. Mrs. and renamed it New Orange. the widespread observance
nt were Mesdames Alvin solo by Miss Parnel Langston,
of
L. A. Walker, Jim Walker, F.
the
Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy spent ducah, and Lieut. Virgil Winnett, Cann, who had been visiting Mrs. The new government lasted lit- Aug. 15-16 as
holidays and "in L. Walker and Leo F. Walker
by, Robert Nash, Ernest bride opened
several days last week in Jack- Dayton, Wash., spent Sunday WYlie, returned home with her tle more than a year, when the view of the urgenc
her gifts.
y of reconver- were in Washington, Ind., Sunress, Claude Koltinsky, J.
with Mrs. Mitchell's parents, Mr. husband.
Attending and bringing gifts son, Tenn., where she was
city was restored to Britain.
sion."
called
old, Gordon Glenn, Robert were Misses
day.
Imogene Wigginton, on account of the serious illness
• Misses Mary Wilson Bak- Martha
Nell Moore, Barbara of her brother, W. E. Francis
.
wen Booker and Melville Baldwin, Dotty
Davis, Loma Mc- ,e Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bishop and
Dowell, Laura Lou Boone, Gladys Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Walker spent
hostess, assisted by Miss Ruth Moore,
Wilma Green, Par- last Thursday in Evansville.
le Young, served a delic- nel Langston,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Koltinsky
Joretta Langston
ice course, after which the and Dorothy
Brasher; Mesdames spent last Wednesday in Evansg adjourned to meet with Coy Moore,
C. It. Brasher, H. K. ville.
J. C Arnold and Miss Gwen Langston, Ray
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff has returned
Blackburn, Luke
er in September.
Quertermous and Noble Paris.
to Xenia, 0., where she is employed after a visit here last
week with her daughters, Anna
Garrett and Jean Carolyn Ratliff, her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. J. F. Claycombe, and sister,
Mrs. Zonweiss Nave.
Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough
spent several days last week as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
McConnell in Henderson.
H. A. Goodwin returned Tuesday from Atlanta, Ga., where
he spent a week 1:1.-rith his son.
Ensign H. A. Goodwin, Jr., who
is stationed there.
Miss Madge Boteler, Black
Ford, spent Sunday here with
fiends.
Ni Miss Beverly Martin arrived
Sunday night from Washington,
D. C., for a two weeks' visit with
"This is the day that the Lord hath
her parents, yr. and Mrs. K. L
Martin and sister, Mrs. C. H
made, let us rejoice and be glad
We are like you and every one else... we like
Jaggers and Dr. Jaggers.
in it."
to open up new
•4 Mr. and Mrs. James S. Steger
arrived Sunday from Abingdon,
"If it be possible, as much as lieth
things . .. it's really a thrill . . . and these truly
Va., for a visit with his mother,
are NEW . . .
in you, live peaceably with all men."
Mrs. J. A. Stegar and family,
in fact they're so new we haven't an exact sketch
Locust street. They will be ac, but these are
companied home by their daughters, Evelyn and Martha Ann,
similiar.
who spent the summer here with
their
grandm
other
and
other
Hopkinsville,
relExclusively Yours
Kentucky
atives.
Miss Anna Majors. Washington,
D. C., arrived last Wednesday for
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CHESTERFIELDS

-CONNIE
ASUALS

A striking double breasted garment of
100% wool . . . A
coat that is bound to give service . . .
and one that you
are sure will always look nice . . . An ideal
coat to wear
to the football and basketball games . . .
fine for date
and dress-up wear too . . . Green . . . brown
‘. . . black
. . • they are beautifully lined with rayon.

$29.95 to $49.95
GABARDINE FROCKS
Casual little styles in a belted model that radiates
charm
from hem to stern . . . Not like the sketch, but
much
more attractive . . . trimmed with tiny clusters of butto'ns in a typical campus or class room manner .
.
Vou simply must see these lovely frocks . . . in beige

$4,95.10 $5.95
...ond what a wonderful variety to
choose from...block or rust gabardine
with nailheach, town•brovm coif, black
elasticized suedeni...AII such smarties
...feather•light on the foot...
with wear-tested plastic soles!

Ration Free!

Princeton Shoe Co.

. . . aqua or green . . . yes sizes 9 to 15.

$7.95 to $14.95

The Leader
Congratulates
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The customary fall garden
crops are greens, turnips and
radishes, and for a special treat,
Chinese cabbage. However, as
many gardeners in town and on
the farms find difficulty in getting enough stable manure to
keep their soil easy to till, some
winter cover crop might be
rightly made part of the fall
planting. The greens and the
covercrop can be sown together,
and if every row or space that
offered during August were systematically sown to a covercrop
greens mixture, the garden's behavior would improve, year by
year.
As Chinese cabbage needs all
the time left of the season, it
needs to be sown now. The best
Strap-leaves may be used, buts NEW U.'S. S. LEXINGTON TRIBUTE—Q111cers arirrifen assemble on the flight deck of the U. S.
•
S. Lexington for final tribute to shipmates, who died in action. (AP Photo)
is good.
As the soil where it is to be
put has likely produced a crop Wrong Number
this season, it should be dressed
Kendall, Westmoreland, Engwith stable manure, or with land—Thirteen was an unlucky
ment as a coonhunter in editing
By Martha McGreevy
commercial fertilizer, 1 pound to number for James Howard,
(Associated Preas Features)
these stories.
60 square feet, chopped in, and killed while collecting clothing
Wickliffe, Ky.—Here's a man
He learned the printing trade
a fine seedbed made with a for a relief fund. Aged 13, he who became so engrossed over
after he was graduated from
rake.
was run over by a lorry June coonhunting that he now finds
high school here and determined
Seed covering should be no 13. Both he and the lorry driver little time for his favorite sport.
then to be a publisher someday.
deeper than a half-inch, in hills lived in houses numbered 13.
He is Clarence (Nicky) Pace, After working for several Kenof 2 or 3 seeds, 12 to 15 inches
editor and publisher of this Mis- tucky and Illinois newspapers,
apart, in rows 24 inches from
sissippi River town's weekly he bought the Ballard Yeoman
First-hand Study
any other. To guard against the
Midland newspaper, the Ballard Yeoman. from his old employer, E. M.
London,
Lore:ton—The
fleabeetles consuming the seedPace decided to do something Wear.
lings as they emerge, dusting and Scottish Railway has an- for the nation's coonhunters so
After that, he says, he turned
with rotenone should be done nounced a plan whereby its re- he began publishing The Amerito the idea of "The Cooner"
interchange
staff
would
search
clown the row before the plants
university teachers who can Cooner, a monthly magazine quite naturally.
are up, and another dusting with with
would have an opportunity to dedicated to fanciers of coon- 'A lot of people don't realize
the same should be given when
how big the coonhunters' fraterday-by-day working of (legs everywhere.
most of the seedlings are up. see the
He started the magazine last nity has grown," Pace explains.
industry.
Thereupon each hill should be
April with little besides his "In recent years, coonhound
thinned to one plant.
assistance; by that time the printing equipment and a life- field trials have been
spreading
Four weeks after sowing, nights will have gotten cool, time of coonhunting experience.
all over the country, paying
heading starts, without outside and to the crop's liking. By Today he has hundreds of sublarge purses. Dogs are bringing
eight weeks there should be scribers in 40 states and he big prices. And
these trials are
some firm heads. Incidentally, modestly admits the magazine a kind of picnic
for coonhound
those gardeners who have suf- has exceeded his expectations.
people.
disappointment
trying
to
fered
The publication is filled with
"The American Cooner means
grow Chinese cabbage in the articles contributed by coonhunt- just what it says,
when it says
spring will understand that at ers anxious to tell their ex- it is devoted
to all breeds that
that season, the weather is just periences in the hunt and the ac- will hunt and
tree coons and
opposite to what this crop needs. complishments of their dogs. run in trial," Pace
explains.
Chinese cabbage can endure Pace calls on his personal judgPace himself once had in his
moderate frosts and freezes, but
if the whole plants were lifted
and reset in boxes of earth or
sand and kept watered and safe
from freezing, they would provide excellent slaw and salad
material well into March. Or,
the heads may be cut and stored
"I Feel Better Than In Years
similarly to ordinary cabbage
And Get Real Pleasure Out
but not for so long a time, as it
Of My Work Again," He
wilts easily because of its fine
States. Had Stayed On Job
texture.
Through Will-Power.
Turnips should be started as
Among the grateful endrosers
soon as possible. Purple Top
Strap-leaved may be used, but of Retonga are scores of minisPurple Top Globe or the all- ters, business Olen and public
white Norfolk make larger roots. officials. Among the latest is
One ounce of seed sows 300 Mr. Fred Wampler, well known
feet of row, and row culture is hardware man in Dayton, Tenn.,
recommended so that spraying and Tax Assessor of Rhea Counor dusting may be done for in- ty. Mr. Wampler has four sons
sects. Thinning to 2 or 3 inches and a son-in-law in the armed
makes root development more services. Discussing his case he me on my feet".
rapid. General culture is as fo happily stated:
Retonga is intended to relieve
"During the past few years I
Chinese cabbage. Turnips may
distress due to Vitamin B-1 debe stored after the manner o stayed on the job largely ficiency, constipation,
insufficiwhite potatoes if topped to a through will-power alone. My ent flow of digestive
juices in
nerves
seemed
over-taxed
by
too
inch.
much work and some anxiety the stomach, and loss of appetite.
Winter radishes take about
about
my boys in the service. It Accept no substitute. Retonga
weeks to mature. Varieties ar
may be obtained at Dawson's
White or Rose Chinese and Black is a job to raise thirteen child- Drug Store.
(Adv)
ren
as
my
wife
and
I
have,
and
Spanish. An ounce of seed sow
naturally
you
neglect
your
own
50 feet, and
thinning help
speedy maturing. Culture is th physical wellfare at times. Acid
same as for turnips, even t indigestion seemed to get a firm
grip on me and so did sluggish
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night. My appetite left me, and
down the hill I went.
"The relief Retonga gave me
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is. I feel betar than in years and
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Coon Lover Too Busy To Hunt

RETONGA "PUT HIM ON
FEET"SAYS CO.TAX MAN

Burma Battle 'Junk'

Same Old Stuff

Yields War Material
Calcutta—The Army Quartermaster Department is doing big
business in Calcutta, salvaging
everything from old beer bottles
to used airplanes.
Critical junk is being returned
to the States, for re-use in the
war. Non-critical materials are
being sold here.
The big junk yard, serving the
entire India-Burma theater, already has salvaged and returned
to the United States approximately $10,000,000 worth of airplane parts, says a headquarters
announcement.
Such critical items as shells,
shoes, camera parts, electric and
telephone wire spools and batteries are handled as rapidly as
possible for reshipment to the
states on the other end of a 10,000 mile sea route.
Among non-critical materials
sold locally are beer bottles, for
which the bidding has been
brisk. A stock of scrap lumber
recently was sold for $50,000, the
announcement said.

Fort George Meade, Md.—
When rains washed out transportation facilities, Richard Parker, 64-year-old employe at the
Fort Meade automotive maintenance shops, wasn't too much
put out when he had to walk the
13 miles home to Annapolis
Neck. A few years ago, he said,
when he first started to work at
Fort Meade he didn't have any
money, so he walked the round
trip daily until he received his
first pay check.

own kennels a registered redbone, a registered black and
tan, hound-cur cross, a native
potlicker hound and a fox terrier, and they all would tree a
coon.
His advertising pages announce
field trials in all sections of the
country and list all breeds of
dogs for sale.
Any man who runs a smalltown newspaper and print shop
usually is rather busy. And
when the deadline for The
American Cooner comes around,
Pace is just about the busiest
man in Wickliffe.
The magazine has made it
hard for Micky in more ways
than one—he's had to cut down
on his coonhunting.

Wenona, Ill.—When trees were
felled on t h c Presbyterian
church grounds by a storm, the
congregation sponsored a sawing
contest as the feature of a "lawn
social." .The competitors soon
cleared away the debris.

BROWN'S SIIOW GROUNDS
One show only — 8 P. M.
Adults, $1—Children, 60c (tax Included)
(All the way thru big show—no concert)
Annex and side show, 50e
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In grateful acknowledgment of the splendid support accorded my candidacy by the voters in the Democratic primary

election

August 4, I wish to express my deep appreciation.

my can-

Permit me also to assure those who did not endorse
didacy
and

one

tobacco

that

I have for them only the kindliest feeling.

barn;

plenty stock water; 2 miles

The endorsement accorded my record as your public

servant

from Saratoga Springs.
is very gratifying and will be thankfully remembered.

Insurance Agency
117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
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PAINT PROTECTS!
for protection that Iastg
1/
USE

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

S

Shoulders . . . built up, emphasized with
interesting detail . . . Waistline . . . nipped in, accented with deft touches. It all
adds up to fgure flattery that suits have

40.rou VIVI WHIN YOU OUT IT
.410.AMAZMO LOW NM
•Is• mono' TOW HOME BMW
...MPS IT WIAUTIPUL 10,4012
COM' SAMS SUMO
RIPAINTINOS-11 WASHES EASILY
40.HElPS TE SIAIflT laNeit

PAP

A ROOM FOS $2.110 WITH THI NEW
MISACIA WALL FINISH

1

/1
,>
.

Sow recleaned and tested field seed for best
results. Barley, Balbo Rye, Crimson Clover, Alfalfa,
Red Clover, Ladino Clover, Vetch, Red Top,
Timothy, Rye

Grass, Winter Oats. Certified Balbi

ALFALFA — We are receiving small
shipments of new crop Oklahoma Alfalfa, also
Alfalfa. Place your order with us for Alfalfa,
as; Oklahoma and Kansas seed is only
limited quantities.

INOCULATIONS — We have inoculations for

Vetch, Alfalfa and Clovers.

Argentine

available in

In The District Court Of The United States For
The Western District Of Kentucky Paducah
Division Civil Action No. 316

TI-IE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Ky. farm News
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Holding Meeting At
apan Faces A New Kind Of Life Church
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By Sigrid Arne
(Associated Free. Features)
japan has been on the warts so long—ever since 1895—
defeat will likely mean
al the
great difference in living conjowls than the change Germmust go through.
Britain, China and the United
twice—
tates have announced
Cairo and at Potsdam—that
span will be cut back to her
ome islands, those four narrow
lie off the China
• lands which
t like the slim silver of a
ew moon. Together, they're
bout the size of California.
Compare that with the peak of
er land grabs during this war.
Mikado claimed
At one time the
'unsdiction over 7,000 miles of
e Pacific area, from the Kurile
lands on the north, south to
e Dutch East Indies.
At the peak toothy Japanese
generals controlled the lives of
me 500,000,000 persons. Now
ey can try to fit into peacetime
'mg at home with 72,000,000
Japan65eL
ther.
Japan was a major power at
the start of the war. Now she's
third-class nation.
She will have to learn that it's
tter to sell China 100,000 rerigelators than to rule a wreckShanghai.
Her armies and navies will be
ashiered. That alone should
ap her out of her Middle Ages

r sale.
used cars.

ou buy 50 gal.

into the Twentieth Century. Her
military, with the aid of politicians and the 30 ruling families
which owned most of the banks,
factories and ships, had held the
nation in a curious peonage. The
people became excellent factory
workers but lived on such low
wages they were virtual economic slaves and certainly were
never taught the western world's
slow evolution toward political
democracy.
To make a start toward peacetime thinking, the Potsdam conferees said Japan's future rulers,
whoever they may be, must permit free speech, free religion and
free thought--something Japan
never knew.
It's hoped that free speech will
permit the emergence of new
leaders with democratic plans.
Our Army is being counseled
that if a revolution should start
from the bottom, it would be
wise to step aside and let the
fire burn itself out rather than
to suppress the battlers for the
sake of a sterile "peace and
order."
Japan's war criminals will be
tried. Experts argue that this
list must include Japan's leading industrialists and bankers
They worked hand-in-glove with
the generals.
In Japan's ruler, the Mikado,
the Allies face a unique psychological problem. Should he be

leitst Rams itv..4 *ea Wade?.••
In case your earning power stops? Your ability to
work is your most valuable asset. As long as you
are able to work, you can somehow take care of
any expenses which arise. BUT, should total and
permanent disability keep you from working, what
would happen? * Our new LIFETIME DISABILITY INCOME PLAN is especial* Er
sigoed to solve that problem.

and have the'.
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By Cynthia Lowry
(Associated Press Features)
Paris—Ladles' day at the Auteuil races used to be fashion
day, when a bevy of beautifully
dressed models were sent out
by coutouriers to shoW off their
summer collections. But if the
showing at the first Auteuil
Prix des Drags, hearled in advance as the first return to such
goings-on since the war, was
any indication, New York already has won the first round
in the battle for world fashion
leader.
The crowd looked pretty ordinary. For some reason or other, few designers climbed on
the bandwagon, and there was
just a sprinkling of well dressed
women, obviously standing
around waiting to be photoHarold Watson, Murray, who graphed.
Many tailored suits in variis doing the preaching in the
from
series of gospel meetings at the ous materials ranging
Princeton Church of Christ. Ser- light silks to heavy wools were
vices are being held at 8 o'clock in evidence, and most featured
nipped-in
and
each night. Charles Tidwell, Ed- long jackets
dyville, is in charge of song serv- waists. Emphasis on the waistice. This meeting will continue line also was visible in afterthrough August 31 if interest noon dresses, some with modiand attendance continue. A cord- fied bustles and front fullness.
ial invitation is extended to all In general, however, almost anyto attend.
Just how much that will be reexiled, should the throne be done
away with? The problem exists
because some 70 years ago the
militarists and industrialists began to sell the Japanese the notion that the kmperor is "divine."
This was to help keep the common people chained to low wages
and to plans for large-scale
war.
Experts argue that Japan's
feudalism will never go as long
as the people think Hirohito or
his descendants are gods. There
is fear, however, that Hirohito,
sweating out in some Asiatic
Doom, might become a martyr
to his people. Some who could
keep him argue that he can be
used to issue orders to his nation.
But Mikado or no the Allies
will insist that Japan move toward democratic government.
She will have to get rid of
her war industries, but the Potsdarn conferees said Japan will be
permitted the peacetime industries she needs "to sustain her
economy and permit the exaction
of just reparations in kind."
From her factories she will
have to turn out goods to repay
in part the damage she has done
to Asia and the overrun islands.

In 1696 New York City made
Nine to 12 pounds of raw maEvery South American country
appropriation (20
first
terial are required to make one except Chile and Ecuador touches its
pounds) for street cleaning.
thing now goes from the stand- pound of aluminum.
Brazil's borders.
points of materials and lines.
Milliners, no matter what they
say, are still going in for the
creation of terrifically huge hats
of the wildest colors. A number
of mannequins 'speared wearing
simple tailored white silk frocks,
set off with topheavy widebrimmed hats, many in dark
colored heavy velvet.
The difficulty in finding creations of well known coutourier
firms was offset somewhat by
the number of women in their
Sunday best, who dressed to
compete as amateurs in what
they believed was to be a big
style promenade between races.
But the women, at best, looked
badly dressed, with tired shoes,
poor stockings, or inadequate
leg makeup.
Perhaps the Grand Prix style
show at Longchamps will bring
out the Paris best. But at present, Netv York is still leading in
the fashion battle.

the Pacific area by the end of
war, will be returned home, the
Potsdam conference decided. Her
neighbors are extremely anxious
to be rid of the Japanese.
Her neighbors also want whatever is left of the Japanese navy
mains to be seen. It will be con- divided among them. And at Jatingent on how much she can pan's watery door-step, on nearturn out over and above her own by islands, the United States and
minimum needs.
other nations propose to keep
This matter of factory produc- their hard-won air and naval
tion and reparations may prove bases, just in case.
a more thorny problem in Japan
But should Japan go through
than in Germany. Japan has less the social revolution that seems
raw materials and she has never needed, there is a possibility of
been able to raise all her food. a bright future for her.
She has to sell a certain amount
Her population has more
of manufactured goods abroad manufacturing "know how" than
just to keep even. But how much any other Asiatic group. It is
should she be permitted to sell? more literate. The nation has
Coold she conceal new war in- been markedly successful in
dustries under the guise of mak; foreign trade, Waning out much
ing machinery?
of the light machinery and texThe control means will have tiles bought by Asia.
to be worked out. It's suggested
It's believed if she turns with
by one far eastern expert, Wil- a good will to rebuilding her
liam C. Johnstone of George foreign trade, she has a good
Washington university, Washing- chance for a rising living standton, D. C., that Japan be pro- ard.
hibited from importing the
From an unhappy, regimented
major ores needed for airplane "master" nation, living on slim
production. He points out that rations, it is thought she could
policing could be simple due to become the "Sweden of the PaJapan's island position.
cific"—no longer a major power,
Others have suggested that Ja- but a busy, well feed middle
pan he so Thoroughly prohibited power.
from any part in the aviation industry that she couldn't even
It is believed that during the
train pilots to hire out to air- first year of the gold rush, more
lines owned by other nations.
than 100,000 people went to
Japan's' armies, caught around Colorado.

1::ACI MIES which have been devoted
exclusively to the production of high-octane aviation gasoline for our armed forces will soon be available for the refining of civilian gasoline...The new
CROWN and CROWN EXTRA gasoline: will be
far superior to any motor fuel we have ever been
able to offer...You will have these products shortly,
just as soon as they can be manufactured and transported by boat, rail, pipeline and truck to your
Standard Oil dealer's pumps—a high reward for
a little wait. Remember—CROWN and CROWN
EXTRA gasoline:.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY
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An address worth-remembering

SHOPPING
IF YOU CAN'T
COME IN CALL
790

107 West Court Square, Princeton, Ky.

Sears Order Office sales people will give you persona]
he road selling
RN CHICKEN
U. S. 62, the
with New

.perty also has
nd black raspF.

City water in

attention. They will take measurements for you . . answer
your questions. .. help you make the right selections and
write and mail your order for you, saving you letter postage plus check, money order or C.O.D. fee. You pay
Sears low catalog prices when you buy thru the Order
Office. Shipments are grouped from the Mail Order
house and the savings are passed on to you in the form
General
of lower delivery rates. In addition to the Big
and Mid-season catalogs, you'll find many special catalogs and circulars to choose from at the Order Office.

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY, AUGUST 24 1945
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Shop In person ...
our sales girls will give
you courteous attention.
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you to see and"touch.test
hundreds of swatches
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Shop by phone ... it's
easy .. . economical and
smart. Pay when delivered.,
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IN UNIFORM

Boyd Brothers Meet
Jn Admiralty Islands

Victory Loan To
Come In October

Pfc. Jimmy Gresham has returned. from overseas duty in
the European Theater and is on
furlough visiting his wife, the
former Nera Gresham, a n d
Dillingham
mother, Mrs. Charlton Gresham, Pfc. Aaron
and family, Madisonville street. Returns From Europe
Pfc. Aaron Dillingham has reHe is a former office employe
from overseas duty in the
turned
Lines.
Service
Merchants
of
• • •
European Theater the last 18
months and is on a 30-day furJames W. Catlett, USN
lough visiting his parents, Mr.
Spends Weekend Here
Walter Dillingham, of
RM 2/c James W. Catlett, USN, and Mrs.
community.
Friendship
the
spent
Ind.,
stationed at Crane,
• • •
last week-end with his mother.
Visits
Mrs. J. R. Catlett and family, S. Sgt. Roy Rucker
Family At Fredonia
Seminary street.
• • •
Sgt. Roy Rucker is home a-on
visiting his mother, Mrs.
furlough
Sgt. William C. Henry In
Essie Rucker, and wife and
Well Traveled Outfit
daughter in Fredonia.
Sgt. William C. Henry is a
• • •
Base
Ordnance
an
member of
D. Loughrie
Harvey
Pfc.
processed
Depot Company being
Italy
at Camp Cleveland of the M- TO Sail From
Pfc. Harvey D. Loughrie, autosembly Area Command in France,
and husband of
that has seen a good portion of matic rifleman,
Princeton
the world. Activated in July, Mrs. Ruth Loughrie,
of the remember
a
is
1,
Route
Proving
Aberdeen
1942, at
"Custer" Division,
Grounds, Md., the company tiring 85th
from Italy to the
wound up six months later in slated to sail
and undergo
Egypt, having visited South U. S. in August
determine
America and South Africa en- final screening to
to civilreturn
will
he
whether
in
been
have
they
Since
route.
England and France. Sergeant ian life.
• • •
Henry is a son of Mrs. L. A.
Pvt. Russell Woodall
Walker, S. Harrison street.
• • •
Visiting Father Here
Pvt. Russell Woodall, Camp
Pfc. Neil B. Lewis Has
Atterbury, Ind., is on furlough
Fine Combat Record
Pfc. Neil B. Lewis, Princeton, visiting his father, C. A. WoodRoute 3, member of the 788th all, and Mrs. Woodall, Maple
Anti-aircraft Artillery Battalion, Avenue.

J15?4

tn1VIIV4J

(By

This picture was made on Ad
miralty Islands about the firs
of July when Russell, USN, and
Rex, /stavy Seabees, met. They
are the sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Boyd, Madisonville street.

Ira L. Allgood Here
On Brief Furlough
Ira J. Allgood, who has been
stationed at the U. S. Maritime
St a ti on,
Training
Service
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., for six
weeks' basic training, is on furlough visiting his mother, Mrs.
Lindsay Terry, ahd Mr. Terry, S.
Harrison street.
• • •

Cpl. Wylie McKinney Is
Home From Overseas
, Cpl. Wylie McKinney, who has
been serving overseas in the
European Theater, is on furlough visiting his sister, Mrs.
Owen Thomas, and other relatives here.

• • •
Cpl. James B. Hillyard Is
Flown Home From Europe

Cpl. James B. Hillyard, 26,
Princeton, Route 1, was returned
to the U. S. by the "Green Project" which calls for the Air
Transport Command's Caribbean
Division to fly 30,000 from
Europe to Miami Army Air Field
each month. Corporal Hillyard
has served overseas 20 months
and wears the ETO ribbon, Good
Conduct Medal, and six battle
stars.

Leon L. Pettit, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Pettit, Princeton,
has been serving as a steward's
mate, third class, on a coastal
transport in the Southwest Pacific the last 13 months. A brother, George W., is with the Army
Engineers in the Phillipines, and
another brother, Chester, is in
the Army.

• • •
Cpl. Thomas E. Hughes In
India-China Theater

duced In original colors on fine white laid writing paper—
enchanced with a pencilled telephone wire around the
border. Artistically packaged.

LADIES' SIZE
24 sheets 8"x10"
24 envelopes 44"x51%"

GENTLEMEN'S SIZE
4"
1
24 sheets 7%,"x10/
24 envelopes 4"x7%"

$1.50 Each
Wood Drug Store

Associated

Pm.)

Washington—Secretary of the
Treasury Vinson announced he
had begun to plan for a Victory

• • •
USN
Pettit,
Leon L.
In South Pacific

The famous George Petty Girls magnificently repro-

Ration Free!

Will Be Climax To
Nation's Successful
Financing Of War

is returning to the United States
with a remarkable record for
eight months of combat. He was
one of the defenders of the defenders of the vital ports of
Cherbourg and Antwerp.
• • •

Pfc. immy Gresham
Returns From Overseas

Ned'?
°

Thursda , Au ust 23,
1945
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Loan drive. It will be the eighth
War Bond campaign and is expected to be launched early in
October.
Vinson said it should "provide
a fitting climax for the series of
successful drives by which we
at hcrne have financed the war."
It is probable that the goal
will be from 10 to 14 billion
drive—the
last
dollars. The
seventh—had a goal of 14 billion
dollars. In the seven drives the
nation has subscribed $135,749,000,000 towards combined goals
of $95,000,000,000.
"It will give each one of us",
Vinson said, in a statement, !'an
opportunity to tell the men—an
the women—of our Army, of our
Navy, of our Marine Corps, of
our Coast Guard, and all others
whose selfless services have
helped us win this war, how
proud we are of them. It will
give us all an opportunity to
share in the tasks yet to be
done."

Army, Navy Kites
Dangerous Toys
of
Sale of surplus stocks
Army and Navy target kites with
wired cords offers a new and
deadly threat to children who
might fly them across electric
wires, R. S. Gregory, Kentucky
Utilities Company manager, said
Tuesday.
He cited a warning received
from Edison Electric Institute's
accident prevention committee
that death or serious burns await
anyone using one of the kites
should it come in contact with
a high voltage line. The 2000
foot cord- sold with the kite is
a small diameter copper wire
covered with a thin synthetic insulation.
Sale of the dangerous playthings was halted by an eastern
department store after it learned of the danger, but it is believed possible that the kites may
be unwittingly placed on the
market in other parts of the nation. So utility companies have
been asked to enlist the cooperation of newspapers to avoid
any tragedies.

300 PAIRS

Ladies' Dress Shoes
Aerial Irene—flying trapeze
star— with Sello Bros. Circus
Monday,
Princeton,
showing
Aug. 27 at Brown's show grounds
Que_show, 8:00 P. M.

Highway Patrolmen Begin
Stopping Cars To Check
On New Drivers' Licenses
While enjoying your regained
ability to buy all the gasoline
you want and to take some of
those trips by car you've been
putting off for the last 4 years,
there's one thing you'd better
not postpone any longer, warns
Harold W. Cain, State Highway
Patrol director . . . and that's
the purchase of a new driver's
license. Patrolmen were ordered
by Director Cain to begin checking all cars on streets and highways this week, to see whether
their drivers have the necessary
State licenses. Deadline for purchase of this license was July 31.

Livestock Market
Cattle market was steady on
choice fat aattle and 25 to 50
cents lower on others compared
with sales a week ago on the
Princeton Livestock Market Monday, it was reported by Dugan
Ordway, manager. Total sold
was 1,032 head. Baby beeves
topped at $14; No. 1 veals, $16.50
and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs,
160 pounds and up, sold at ceiling prices.

It's A Free River
London—The Thames is a free
waterway again to small passenger and pleasure craft and
rowing boats. Permits are no
longer required to navigate these
craft in the river.

Group No. 2

Women's black and brown -

Women's Black dress a n d

kid, suede, calf and gabar-

comfort shoes— formerly

dine pumps, formerly priced
priced to $3.95.

to $6.50.

Now $1.95

Now $3.50
RATION

RATION

FREE

FREE

OPA Release No. 107 Ration Free Aug. 17-Sept. 29

55 Pairs Of Men's Work Shoes
Now Ration Free

$2.98 to $3.50
Princeton Shoe Co.
Fine Shoes Fitted By %-Ray

CLASSIFIED ADS

MINMENNEM
Dade Park Races! Lieut.
Farley Butler And
Wife Visitors Here

RADIO SERVICE at 109 Short
6tp
street, Bill Mick.
Mrs.
Seven Races Daily—Eight Lieut. Farley Butler and
Butler recently spent several RATION FREE Ladies slippers,
on Saturdays
days with his parents, Mr. and
$1.98 to $3.49. Federated Store.,
Mrs. A. G. Butler, W. Main
Track on U. S. Highway 41
play pen; good
street. pieutenant Butler has FOR SALE: Baby
as new. Phone 766-W. Mrs.
been stationed at La Pas, Canabetween Henderson, KenMinnie Johnson, 207 Hawda the last year, and has returned
thorne St.
tucky and Evansville, Inthere for reassignment:
diana.
• • •
WANTED: Good, used man's biCpl. Glenn Bright Is
cycle; must be in good condiltp
tion. Phone 299.
On Furlough Here
Cpl. Glenn Bright is on furthird25 good
visiting his parents, Mr. FOR SALE: About
(Incorporated)
• lough
grade tires, of different sizes.
and Mrs. Gordon Bright, McNary
OPA says it will be about 90
street. Corporal Bright recently
days before tires will be rationreturned from overseas duty in
iree, so if you need a tire or
the European Theater.
two, look these over. Williams
•
Garage, Cornick Oil Co., east
Everybody Reads The Leader
Hopkinsville St.

Dade Park Jockey Club

Place your order now for tractor and implement tires . ..
We will cut down your present steel wheels and put them on

Paint Roofs Now
Red Roof Paint
5 gal. can
. $7.00
Use Double Thick
In Hopkinsville, It's

Cayce-Yost Co.
PAINTS and HARDWARE

WANTED: A good used piano;
small upright. Finish, immaterial; must be in good playing
ltp
condition. Box 529.
WANTED TO RENT: One large
room to two girls; suitable for
light house-keeping; partly
furnished. 806 W. Main St. ltp
WANTED: Additional Hatchery
supply flocks. Leading Breeds.
Culling FREE. Illinois Hatch2tp
ery, Metropolis, III.
RATION FREE Men's work shoes
$1.98 to $3.49. Federated Store.

rubber.

Notice!

No Certificate Required.

B.I. Goodrich Tires and Tubes

ll pan
Impylement
MitcheCom
201 C. Market St-

rnirallt

Group No. 1

Engineer Base Equipment ComCpl. Thomas E. .Hughes, Fre- pany which has played an imdonia, is a member of the 691st portant role in efficient operation of the world's longest sup- FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
ply line through the India-Burma
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
theater into China.
• • •
R. Cummins, Telephone 441

Tractor Tires
Tohpbese 242

Released From Rationing Now!

KEEP COOL!
With these hot weather foods!
Oxford Creme

Spiced

Sandwich Cookies, bulk, lb. 20f

COOKIES, bulk
Dr. Phillips

Tex-sun Grapefruit

29(

46 oz. can

Juice,

(
ORANGE JUICE, 46 oz. can 45

Kellog's

Kellog's

(
Corn Flakes, giant size box 13

RICE KRISPIES,

box

12(

Brook's

Webster's

(
Tomato Catsup, 14 oz bottle, 15

(
TOMATO JUICE, 2 no. 2 cans 19
Valley Lea

Delicious, Hot or Cold

(
Loving Cup Coffee, 3 lbs. 59

Value Cut

Deluxe Italian Style

Spaghetti,

7
Evaporated Milk, 3 lg. cans 2(

(
16 oz. jar 18

GREEN BEANS,

(
no. 2 can 12

(Tomato Catsup)

12 Ounce

Cotton String Mops,

each 39(

(
Leota Belle Sauce, 14 oz. bt1,121

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Ina

Crisp and Green

POTATOES bag $3.45; 5 lb. In

CUCUMBERS,

Idaho or Cobblers

Guaranteed Ripe

Sunkist

WATERMELONS,

LEMONS, large size, dozen

Sweet California

5 Dozen Size

29t

All city taxes will become delinquent on November
1, 1945, and subject to a 10 percent penalty.

(
Grapefruit, large size, lb. 10

411
(
Head Lettuce, solid hds. ea. 121

Heavy Green Heads

Giant. White Stalks

Water bills are due on the first day of each month
and subject to a 10 percent penalty after the 18th

CABBAGE,

of the month.

lb.

CELERY,

(
each 11

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables . .. More for your Money all the time.

Prompt payment of all accounts will be appreciated.

Garland Quisenberry
City Colleetor

RED FRONT
CASH Sr CARRY STORES

